
ONE OF THE WORLD’S 
MOST POPULAR GAMES 
BECOMES A QUEST FOR 
A CURE

With 60m+ games sold¹, Red Dead Redemption is one of 
gaming’s most played franchises. The protagonist Arthur 
Morgan is one of the most accurate depictions of 
long-term illness². The whole storyline is based 
around disease, and players know it intimately after 
playing as Arthur while he su�ers from a terminal illness. 
And playing hours in his saddle makes experiencing his 
death due to lack of treatment devastating.  

RDR online players are passionate role-players, spending hours 
creating their characters and taking trials personally. If anything 
like what happened to Arthur happened to their characters… well, 
it would crush them. 

People donate to causes they relate to³, so 
we’ll galvanize RDR players to donate to a 
front-of-mind cause while establishing a personal 
connection to The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society.

1 https://screenrant.com/red-dead-redemption-sales-numbers-franchise-60-million/
2 https://www.polygon.com/2019/3/12/18260456/red-dead-redemption-2-illness-tuberculosis
3 https://www.cafonline.org/my-personal-giving/long-term-giving/resource-centre/why-do-people-give

INSIGHT



OVERVIEW

Red Life Redemption puts the RDR community in the boots of blood 
cancer patients. Much like Arthur Morgan, their characters fall ill. They 
experience the milestones of a cancer journey as they push through the 
side e�ects of blood cancer and try to find treatments.

Players will go on a four month quest to heal themselves, while helping
to heal real world patients through in-game donations and charity 
streams that raise money for The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society. 

 

Digitally, this campaign will hit in-game, twitch streams, and social 
channels popular with gamers. It aligns with the core function of LLS:

       Research: Players do their own research in-game through the quest 
        Education and Support: RDR community asks each other for 
        insights, supporting each other as their characters get sicker
        Advocacy: Twitch streamers charity stream for donations as the
        game gives players personal connection to the cause
 

 

OVERVIEW



4 https://screenrant.com/red-dead-redemption-sales-numbers-franchise-60-million/
5 https://hillman.upmc.com/cancer-care/blood/symptoms-diagnosis
6 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/22033191/

Arthur Morgan’s death 
crushed millions of fans⁴.

Non-playable characters warn users about “mysterious illnesses,” 
prompting them to visit the doctor. That starts them on a quest 
to discover what's happening to them as they inadvertently learn 
about blood cancer. 

Symptoms mirror blood cancer and worsen with time: need for 
rest, fainting spells, coughing fits, trouble eating, decreasing 
movement . Being an extended quest, players can leave and 
come back to it, but the side e�ects remain and a�ect their day 
to day. 

We reveal the illnesses are blood cancers, and the partnership 
with LLS. 

Players can work together to find treatments faster.

So when a new illness hits the world of Red Dead Online, RDR’s massive online role 
playing extension, it’ll cause a stir in the gaming community.

FACT: First case of Leukemia was found in 1847 , the same time 
period as RDR online. Historical accuracy is important to roleplayers! 
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“My husband got whatever it is. 
You need to get checked out”

SOLUTION



HOW IT WORKS

Trailers hint at the new storyline on Rockstar Games’ 
(RDR’s publisher) social channels: TikTok, Instagram, 
and Twitter.

April

 

May

 

June

 TEASE

Players are prompted in-game to begin their 
quest and start feeling symptoms. We repost/
duet any questions on Twitter and TikTok.

LAUNCH

We reveal the illness is blood cancer, and 
The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society partnership. 
Treatments become available as in-game 
purchases with profits going to LLS.

We begin our series of Twitch charity streams.  

REVEAL

This quest can live in the online game as long as 
the game lives, pulling in donations beyond the 
campaign scope.

 

WHAT NEXT?



HOW IT WORKS

RESULT? A VIRAL CAMPAIGN
that harnesses RDR’s millions of fans¹  that fosters mass empathy, educates in 
a hands-on way, and hits our goal through two donation methods.

7 https://www.sportskeeda.com/esports/top-5-streamers-held-charity-streams-good-causes-2021
8 https://www.sportskeeda.com/esports/top-5-streamers-held-charity-streams-good-causes-2021
9 https://www.reddit.com/r/RedDeadOnline/comments/m7cblp/and_the_average_age_of_an_rdo_player_is/#:~:text=There%20were%2083%20total%20respondents,32.73%20years%20old.
10 https://www.statista.com/statistics/1173218/red-dead-redemption-2-active-users-platform/#:~:text=First%20released%20in%202018%2C%20Red,users%20on%20Xbox%20One%20worldwide.
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We’ll partner with high-profile Twitch streamers to 
charity stream the storyline using Tiltify (LLS’s current 
gaming partner), calling fans to donate to LLS.

In 2020, charity streams earned 83 million dollars .  

In 2021, just 5 of our potential streamers raised $9 million for individual charities . 
22% of that would reach $2 million.

In-game microtransactions add $300,000 if 15k players purchase a $20 treatment.

RDR Online players are right in the target audience with ages ranging from 13 to 35+ . 

STREAMING

NUMBERS
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July/August/September + beyond

 


